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ABSTRACT

Humankind is absolutely sensitive to survive in this earth. Most importantly they do concentrate hard upon their 
well being and the cosmic nicety right from the beginning. They may suffer from a number of physical disorders 
and diseases at every now and then. The fact is each one of us does look at the best splendor of this global nicety 
with extensive travelling for their luminous flexibilities of mind and the cognitive implications. But medical tourists 
do basically wonder the most significant treatments along with their gradual refinements of both body and mind 
in different provinces of this globe along with the noticeable global facilities in deed. Actually most of the foreign 
countries do have the superlative infrastructure of treatments and their adorable medical solutions respectively. 
Therefore most of the tourists do feel this term “Medical Tourism” as their privileged boulevard of life not only 
to accomplish their various physical disorders but to have the exiting environmental glory in deed. As a matter of 
the fact is they can have the inhabitable change of climate which is invariably related to bring out the harmony of 
elite class in between their body and the responses of mind at every situation. On the other hand, medical tourists 
do gain the absolute aesthetic magnification by the medical leaders but the wellness is concerned to prevent the 
diseases rather than to treat the existing conditions. Therefore each individual does have the specific criterion such 
as a. financial expenditure, b. time span, c. affordability, d. competency of medical team, e. country, f. climate and 
most notably the infrastructure. So medical tourism is not only ensuring the refined health and hygiene of a life 
but wellness shall convey about the colorful rituals, various seminars, workshops, conferences for their exclusive 
knowledge and learning. It is quite evident that this tourism firmly aims at the best treatment and their unblemished 
vertex of sustainability in deed.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of “Medical Tourism” is one of the broader concepts 
in all over India and it is one of the top 10 destinations in all over 
the globe and it has created the real elasticity of demand not only to 
establish most needful medical venture but to instigate the global 
medical hub for the multifarious treatments for each one of us 
right from the beginning. United Nations have comprehensively 
concentrated upon the “Health Care and well being” for the entire 
globe just without any second thought. People around the globe 
are absolutely hopeless and they are being completely deprived to 
do their minute medical treatment when the need arises. On the 
other hand, the most significant societal change is largely possible 
through this most unique concept because each individual can 
have the new life along with their real positive hopes to reinforce 
spontaneous rhythm of life and it is going to be really worthwhile 
for all of us to build the hazardless and unblemished paradigm in 

our society. Both travelers and the co-ordination of transport shall 
have to have the continuity in this regard. On the other hand this 
concept has already been appreciated in our global platform because 
medical tourists are getting the much better treatments along with 
the best assurance to lead their long span of lives and the refined 
procedures of treatments and alternative medicines respectively. 
This is how the most desirable cultural modification does support 
to our each patient to come out from their unavoidable physical 
and mental resilience within a very short while. 

LITERATURE REVIEW

Oberoi and Kansra have shared their most invaluable thoughts in 
one of the published articles entitled: Factors Influencing Medical 
Tourism in India: A Critical Review that according to scientific 
technical progression in our developing economy transcontinental 
economic services have been the prime reality. Medical tourism 
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aims to provide the best medical treatments along with the 
healthcare alongside the day-to-day tourism comfort to each one of 
the patients in deed [1]. 

That is the reason why various renowned authors have shared their 
most significant view points to establish the global concept along 
with their most captivating evidences in deed. On the other hand, 
people are always concerned about their highest financial ability 
and the speeds of their social movements at the end of the day. 
That is why they have found the memorable importance to survive 
in this endearing globe with eternal peace in deed.

• Economic standing: Medical tourists do search for such vicinity 
where they can save their finance and in this regard “Medical 
Tourism” is one of the most conducive mediums to help people 
of each class who have been suffering from plenty of physical 
disorders in deed and they are asking for the firm relief from the 
same in all the regards. That is how they are utilizing their rest of 
the money in a different manner to survive and to pay the best 
values of life in a befitting manner. 

• Better treatment: It is also very important because this 
betterment shall be exclusively conducive for each one of us 
to be ensured for the long lasting lives and the great mental 
satisfaction at the end of the day. That is why they do opt for 
another province or nation for their needful treatments since 
it is the exclusive blessings and the utmost path way of human 
motivation in deed. 

• Magnification of technology: It matters a lot. Because any 
advanced technology may assure the most significant treatment 
along with their rapid progression of medical science in deed. 
Moreover latest technologies are absolutely impactful to detect 
and prevent the problems very minutely in all over the globe. 
That is why medical tourists are really satisfied just to get rid out 
of it and lead their most hazardless life. 

• Global network: All the medical tourists do get the prime 
opportunity to roam around the globe for the treatments and it 
is a blazing avenue. No doubt about the same. But on the other 
hand, they may have the comprehensive global network to be 
informed about the wide-ranging growth and advancement of 
this absolutely accomplished concept which may provide the re-
birth at the end of the day. .

• Sound environmental support: It is indeed very conducive 
at least for the patients because they need the most hygienic 
weather and the pleasing environmental support may prevent 
the both physical and mental disorders at the end. So it is 
absolutely needful for them at least to adjust the same during 
the span of their treatments in deed. Then only they will be 
satisfied initially and they shall be able to opt for their preventive 
medical protocols accordingly. 

• Competence of Doctors: According to the most famous 
statement all the doctors are live “GOD” for all of us and they 
are here to provide the most appropriate avenues to walk upon 
and to cherish our precious span of lives in deed. So each patient 
shall have to have the prompt connection with doctors and they 
shall have to abide the kind instructions of our noble doctors. 
Medical tourism is a very versatile concept and it is having the 

best scientific luminosity at the end and that is going to be more 
significant and accepted in both national and international 
standing of medical science to the entire man kind in this earth. 

Lubowiecki-Vikuk and Dryglas have given their most prolific 
statement in one of the published articles entitled: Medical 
tourism services and medical tourism destinations in Central 
and Eastern Europe-the opinion of Britons and Germans that 
the aim of this most significant research article is to find out the 
most strategic socio-demographic determinants at the end [2]. 
According to the statistics 282 self-administered questionnaires 
have been collected just to ensure these very important findings 
for the rapid global magnifications in deed. 

So it is quite important that the “Tourism” sector has already 
influenced global mass through their most upstanding services 
right from day one. So “Medical Tourism” has brought out an 
outstanding conceptual boulevard not only for the common 
mass but for the affected people who have been suffering from 
various diseases in deed and that is why some of the very pivotal 
measures and multifarious outcomes which may modify the 
entire universe without any second thought. 

• Commercialism and Entertainment: All the medical tourists do 
have to travel for their treatments and along with the same they 
do enjoy they the province and their supreme natural nicety and 
it is definitely very conducive for their graceful mind and the 
undying satisfaction in deed. So from the perspective of their 
psychological refinement this unique concept has gained the 
global popularity already at our very recent times. 

• Superlative hospitality: It is really the most fascinating step in 
deed. Because most of the provinces have become the best hub 
of medical hospitality where all the efficient doctors are medical 
practitioners are there not only to provide the best treatments 
with utmost care but to provide the needful counseling for each 
one of them when the need arises in the end.  

• Cultural luminosity: Cultural reformation is always the exclusive 
addition and it is going to pay the worthy comfort to all the 
medical tourists. Because plenty of people do come for the 
various treatments from various provinces in the globe and they 
are compelled to stay here as per the need. So they do instigate the 
great cultural fusion and they do establish the same accordingly. 
As a matter of the fact is they do exchange their most invaluable 
thoughts and refresh their minds accordingly and it is invariably 
very conducive to establish the best communal harmony. 

• Constrain of languages: It is needless to convey you that the 
common medium to interact people is “English” and it is really 
helpful for all the doctors, nurses, medical practitioners to 
conversant and interact through this common language only. 
That is why this particular constrain is removed and the amicable 
communication initiates for the most desired solutions for 
satisfying people through the most scientific medical treatments 
as a hole. 

• Substitution of medicine: India is really the most versatile 
country in this regard and that is why few doctors and medical 
practitioners do suggest opting for various substitutions like 
martial art, yoga, naturopathy and so on. That is why many 
people do opt for the same and getting cured within a very short 
while. Because any martial art brings the harmony in between 
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body and mind and it is truly conducive for their both physical 
and mental refinements soon. So medical tourism is absolutely 
popular and strong in this nation for long. 

• Solution of infertility: It has snatched the mute attention at 
least in India and all the Indian doctors are very concerned to 
opt for this scientific method to incept their babies through 
some outstanding technological advancement in deed. That is 
why a number of huge mass do come here for the most historic 
journey of their scientific advancements and the most significant 
applications of the same. 

• Ease of treatment: Both Government and the private transport 
agencies are advised to provide the most significant advantage 
along with the frequent flights, visas, accommodation and 
appointment with the required hospitals and so on. So medical 
tourists can have the best advantage at the end of the day to 
enable them into the great pathway of treatments in deed. That 
is truly advantageous for them to be free from various hazards 
and the unavoidable difficulties in deed. 

• Information Technology: It is our great blessings and it is going 
to be much appreciable for each one of us not only to save time 
but to have the most compact output in a befitting manner. 
That is why influence of IT is very much required in this regard 
and each one of us should be availing the same as per the real 
medical requirements. 

• Medical safety; medical doctors do take the responsibility to 
provide us the safety and the assurance at the bare minimum 
cost in the end. It shall be really effective for them and all the 
patients to lead the proceedings of treatment and the life in a 
much secured equation and the bliss with surroundings at last. 

Kursun has told in the most significant published article entitled: 
In the Words of the Medical Tourist: An Analysis of Internet 
Narratives to Turkey that it has been noticed that many people 
are going to the west for their graceful medical treatments but 
the scenario has been changed and people from west are moving 
outside of west to some other countries and it is going to be the 
great medical outcomes in deed [3-5]. Most importantly they are 
inculcating some memorable exposures and the learning at the end 
of the day just to absorb this outstanding scientific concept in deed 
[6-10]. 

According to the modern standing of our society “Medical 
Tourism” is one of the finest concepts to motivate our medical 
tourists in all the regards and on the other hand, they do provide 
the ultimate charm to survive in this wonderful span of life without 
any fail. Now all the medical leaders do speculate the same in the 
following equation:

• Refined Wonder: People do have the opportunity to visit some 
of the provinces and they do enjoy the wonder the best scenic 
luminosity beyond the various treatments at all. It is indeed very 
healthy for them to discover the globe in a different dimension. 

•  Psychological core: It is another very important aspect and that 
is the reason why medical patients and the general mass who 
are going to be their accompany would be able to modify their 
great standing of psychology and they will be in a prior position 
to step in their forthcoming benchmarks of life without any fail. 

• Professional Tie up: Plenty of hospitals do some agreements with 

different agencies for arranging exiting post-treatment tours and 
it is really profitable for all the visitors to opt for their defining 
changes and it is going to be reflected upon the anticipated 
societal modification as well in the end. 

• Thrilling Experience: This concept is largely helpful to gain 
the new exposure from the point of view of both professional 
and socio-economical in deed. That is why all the agencies 
and hospitals are looking forward to have these ventures to 
make it a resounding success throughout the year. As a result 
medical tourists do get the remarkable relief in their lives and 
on the other hand, they can have the supreme memory of global 
merriment respectively. 

• Global Goal: In is indeed very important because our sustainable 
development goals do largely depend upon the elite concept of 
“Medical Tourism” and it is going to explore the global standing 
of people and the fulfillment of the most prestigious strategies 
of United Nations as a hole. That is why all the UN leaders are 
really hopeful to entrench the same in all over the globe and 
they want to start the world-wide campaign for emerging these 
notable concepts of this artistic tourism with its best aesthetic 
values. 

• Phenomenal Global Change: This tourism may reform the desire 
of this entire world and it shall definitely increase the rate of 
communal cure under the most ravishing paradigms of medical 
tourism in the globe and this is how people will definitely be 
alert about the implementations of this gleeful tourism along 
with its global supports in all the regards. 

Khan and Alam have explored their great research brilliance in 
one of the published articles entitled: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: 
A Potential Destination for Medical Tourism that the most 
comparative study of “Medical Tourism” has got the prime focus 
to develop this wonderful platform in Saudi Arabia [11-14]. 
According to this article this study will find the inhabitable path 
way to restyle our global economy and it is absolutely desirable for 
our global sequential movements in style [15,16].    

CONCLUSION

Medical tourism is going to provide us the histrionic revolution 
in our society where we are absolutely eligible and free to evaluate 
ourselves to focus the global sustainable economy with the most 
increasing rate of living mankind and it is going to build an 
exclusive era of best rationalism not only to rescue the globe from 
different hazardous resilience but to promote our global harmony 
with the blazing splendor of scientific medical solutions for this 
heavenly earth. 
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